GOVERNMENT OF INDIA (BHARAT SARKAR)
MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS (RAIL MANTRALAYA)
(RAILWAY BOARD)

THE GENERAL MANAGERS
NORTH EASTERN RAILWAY/ GORAKHPUR
SOUTH WESTERN RAILWAY/ HUBLI
CORE/ ALLAHABAD

FAX / POST COPY
ISSUED ON: 05.11.2018

NO. E(O)III-2018/TR/314 () MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS HAVE WITH THE APPROVAL OF THE
PRESIDENT DECIDED THAT:-

1. ORDERS CONTAINED AT ITEM NO. (2) OF THEIR FAX MESSAGE OF EVEN NUMBER
DATED 03.08.2018, TRANSFERRING SHRI KAMLESH SHUKLA, NF-HAG/ IRSS/
SOUTH WESTERN RAILWAY TO NORTH EASTERN RAILWAY, SHOULD BE
TREATED AS CANCELLED; AND

2. SHRI KAMLESH SHUKLA, NF-HAG/ IRSS/ SOUTH WESTERN RAILWAY, SHOULD
NOW BE TRANSFERRED TO CORE AND POSTED AS PCMM, VICE SHRI R K YADAV,
NF-HAG/ IRSS, PCMM/CORE, PROCEEDING ON LEAVE ()

RAILWAYS ()

(A.K. SEN)
DIRECTOR (ESTT.)
RAILWAY BOARD

Copy to :

1. PS/MR, PS/MOS(G), PS/MOS(S), EDPG/MR, EDPG/MOS(G), EDPG/ MOS(S), OSD/MR,
   ED(Ord)/MO(G).
2. PSOs/Sr. PPSS/PPSSs to CRB, FC, ME, MTR, MRS, MS, MT, DG(RS), All DGs, Secretary,
   AM(RS), PED/RS(P), PED/VIG., All AMs/PEDs. JS(G), JS(D), JS(C), JS, EDCC, ED(E&R),
   EDE(GC), EDE(RRB), EDIP, ED(T&MPP), Dir.(Estt.), Dir.(D), DS(C)/CRB, DS(E), US(C),
   US(D), US(D&A), US(D&A)III, VCC(C) & ERB-I, Railway Board.
3. The Principal Directors of Audit. NC, NE & SW Rlys.
4. The PFAs, NE & SW Rlys & CORE/ALD.
5. The Secretary General, FROA, R No. 256-A, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
6. The General Secretary, IRPOF, R No. 268, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
7. The General Secretary, AIRF, R No. 253, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
8. The General Secretary, NFIR, R No. 256-C, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
9. The Secretary General, AIRPFA, Room No. 256-D, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
10. The Secretary, RBSS Group ‘A’ Officers Association, R.No. 370, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
11. The DAI (Railways), Room No.224, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
12. The General Secretary, All India SC/ST Employees Association, Room No.7-G/F, Rail
    Bhawan, New Delhi.
13. RBCC, Room No. 476, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi, for updating on the website.

O.No. j /11
GOVERNMENT OF INDIA (BHARAT SARKAR)  
MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS (RAIL MANTRALAYA)  
(RAILWAY BOARD)  

THE GENERAL MANAGERS  
EAST COAST RAILWAY/ BUBANESWAR  
INTEGRAL COACH FACTORY/ CHENNAI  

NO. E(O)III-2018/PM/16 (.) MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS HAVE WITH THE APPROVAL OF THE PRESIDENT DECIDED THAT:-  

(1) SHRI D P DASH, SAG/ IRSEE/ ICF, SHOULD BE TRANSFERRED TO EAST COAST RAILWAY AND POSTED IN THE CADRE BY MAKING SUITABLE ADJUSTMENTS; AND  

(2) SHRI AMITABH SINGHAL, NF-SAG/ IRSEE/ ICF, SHOULD BE APPOINTED TO OFFICiate IN SA GRADE AND POSTED IN ICF ITSELF IN THE CADRE, VICE SHRI D P DASH (.)  

DATES ON WHICH THE ABOVE OFFICERS RELINQUISH/ASSUME CHARGE MAY BE ADVISED (.)  

RAILWAYS (.)  

( A . K. SEN)  
DIRECTOR (ESTT.)  
RAILWAY BOARD  

Copy to :—  
1. PS/MR, PS/MOS(S), PS/MOS(G), EDPG/MR, EDPG/MOS(S), EDPG/MOS(G), OSD/MR, ED(CO-ORD)/MOS(G).  
2. PSOs/Sr. PPSs/PPPs/PSs to CRB, FC, MTR, MRS, ME, MT, All DGs, SECY., All AMs/PEDs, AM(Elec.), JS(G), JS(E), JS, JS(D), EDC, EDE(GC), ED(E&R), ED(T&MPP), EDE(RRB), EDIP, Dir.(Estt.), Dir(D), DS(C)/CRB, US(C), US(E), US(D&A), US(D&A)III, VIG(C), ERB-I, Railway Board.  
3. The Principal Directors of Audit, ECo. & S Railways.  
4. The PFAs, ECo & ICF.  
5. The Secretary General, FROA, R. No. 256-A, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi  
6. The General Secretary, IRPOF, R No 268, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi  
7. The General Secretary, AIRF, R No 253, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi  
8. The General Secretary, NFIR, R No 256-C, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi  
9. The General Secretary, AIRPFA, R. No.25-D, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.  
10. The General Secretary, RBSS Group ‘A’ Officers Association, R No 402, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.  
11. The General Secretary, All India SC/ST Employees Association, R No. 7-G, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.  
12. The DAI (Railways), R No. 224, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.  
13. RBCC, for updating the website.  

O.No. 0/11
GOVERNMENT OF INDIA (BHARAT SARKAR)
MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS (RAIL MANTRALAYA)
(RAILWAY BOARD)

THE GENERAL MANAGER
NORTH WESTERN RAILWAY/JAIPUR

DIRECTOR
IRIEEN/NASIK

FAX / POST COPY
ISSUED ON 05.11.2018

NO. E(O)III-2018/PM/18 (.) MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS HAVE, WITH THE APPROVAL OF THE PRESIDENT, DECIDED THAT


2. HE SHOULD BE APPOINTED IN HA GRADE ON REGULAR BASIS ON THE RAILWAY ITSELF FROM THE DATE OF TAKING OVER CHARGE, AND POSTED AS PCCEE(PHOD) BY UTILIZING THE HAG ELEMENT OF THE POST OF DIRECTOR/IRIEEN, TRANSFERRED TO NORTH WESTERN RAILWAY VIDE BOARD'S ORDER NO 2018/E(GC)12-76(112) DATED 31.10.2018 (.)

DATE ON WHICH SHRI R K ATOLIYA ASSUMES CHARGE IN HAG MAY BE ADVISED(.)

RAILWAYS (.)

(A. K. SEN)
DIRECTOR (ESTT.)
RAILWAY BOARD

Copy to :-

3. PS/MR, PS/MOS(S), PS/MOS(G), EDPG/MR, EDPG/MOS(S), EDPG/MOS(G), OSD/MR, ED(CO-ORD)/MOS(G)
4. PSOs/Sr. PPSs/PPSs/PSs to CRB, FC, MTR, MRS, ME, MT, MS, All DGs, SECY., All AMs/PEDs, AM(Elec.), JS(G), JS(E), JS, JS(D), EDC, EDE(GC), ED(E&R), ED(T&MPP), EDE(RRB), EDIP, Dir.(Estat.), Dir(D), DS(C)/CRB, US(C), US(E), US(D&A), US(D&A)III, VIG(C), ERB-I, Railway Board.
5. The Principal Directors of Audit, C and NW Railways.
6. The PFA, C and NW Ry.
7. The Secretary General, FROA, R. No. 256-A, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi
8. The General Secretary, IRPOF, R No 268, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
9. The General Secretary, AIRF, R No 253, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
10. The General Secretary, NFIR, R No 256-C, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
11. The General Secretary, AIRPFA, R. No.25-D, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
12. The General Secretary, RBSS Group ‘A’ Officers Association, R No 402, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
13. The General Secretary, All India SC/ST Employees Association, R No. 7-G, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
14. The DAI (Railways), R No. 224, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
15. RBCC, for updating the website.
GOVERNMENT OF INDIA (BHARAT SARKAR)
MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS (RAIL MANTRALAYA)
(RAILWAY BOARD)

THE GENERAL MANAGER
CENTRAL RAILWAY/ MUMBAI
WESTERN RAILWAY/ MUMBAI

FAX/POST COPY
ISSUED ON: 05.11.2018

NO.E(O)III-2018/PM/07 (.) IN CONTINUATION OF BOARD'S ORDER OF EVEN NUMBER
DATED 12.10.2018, TRANSFERRING SMT. MANJULA SAXENA, NF-SAG/ IRPS/ CENTRAL
RAILWAY TO WESTERN RAILWAY ON PROMOTION TO SA GRADE, MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS
HAVE WITH THE APPROVAL OF THE PRESIDENT DECIDED THAT SMT. MANJULA SAXENA,
SAG/ IRPS/ WESTERN RAILWAY, SHOULD BE NOTIONALLY PROMOTED TO SA GRADE
FROM THE DATE OF PROMOTION OF HER JUNIOR IN THE SAG/IRPS PANEL OF 2016-17,
SHRI SUJIT KUMAR MISHRA (TO SA GRADE) W.E.F. 29.07.2016 (.)

RAILWAYS (.)

(A K SEN)
DIRECTOR (ESTT.)
RAILWAY BOARD

Copy to:

1. PS/MR, PS/MOS(G), PS/MOS(S), EDPG/MR, EDPG/MOS(G), EDPG/MOS(S), OSD/MR,
   ED (Co-ord.), MOS(G).
2. PSOs/ Sr. PPSs/PPSs to CRB, FC, MS, MTR, MT, ME, MRS, DG(Pers.), All DGs,
   Secretary, All AMs/PEs, Secretary, AM(Staff), JS(C), JS(G), JS(E), JS, JS(D), EDCC,
   ED(E&R), EDE(GC), EDE(RRB), EDIP, ED(T&MPP), Dir(Estt.), Dir(D), DS(C)/CRB,
   US(D&A), US(D&A)-III, US(C), VIG(C) & ERB-I, Railway Board.
3. The Principal Directors of Audit, C & W Railways.
4. The PFAs, C & W Railways.
5. The Secretary General, FROA, R No. 256-A, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
6. The General Secretary, IRPOF, R No. 268, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
7. The General Secretary, AIRF, R No. 253, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
8. The General Secretary, NFIR, R No. 256-C, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
9. The General Secretary, All India SC/ST Employees Association, Room No.7G/F, Rail
   Bhawan, New Delhi.
10. The Secretary General, AIRPFA, Room No. 256-D, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
11. The Secretary, RBSS Group 'A' Officers Association, R.No.370, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
12. The DAI (Railways), Room No.224, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
13. RBCC, Room No. 476, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi for updating on the website.

O.No. /10